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                    The future of fast

                    Buckle up, Alaska! We're investing in our Fiber+ network to bring 10 Gbps internet speeds, superior reliability, and improved service to cities and rural communities across the state.
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                     Better mobile from LTE to 5G and beyond

                    It's not enough to provide the best mobile experience today — we're continuously investing in our network to deliver unmatched speeds, expanded coverage, and more.
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                    GCI is hiring! Build your future with your neighbors at GCI.
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                    GCI Gives

                    GCI is committed to leading philanthropy efforts across Alaska, donating $2 million in cash, products, scholarships, and grants to Alaska organizations each year.
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                    Supporting Esports through connectivity

                    GCI is proud to support the students, programs, and technology that go into making esports a reality in our great state.
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        1 Comparison with AT&T based on SCORE Technologies drive tests conducted in April 2022 in Anchorage. Results do not include Elmendorf, JBER, Fort Richardson, and data speeds are based on average download throughput. Drive test results are based on outdoor cell reception. Individual data speed results vary based on many factors including but not limited to device type, terrain, and number of users on the network. View GCI’s service terms and conditions at https://www.gci.com/about/terms-conditions/mobile/wireless-service.
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